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NATUROYALE
SYSTEM BIOLIFTING

Revitalizing care series for mature skin.

This anti-aging line is special – it embodies the personality and visions of 
Annemarie Lindner (1920-2016). In 1959, when natural cosmetics caused 
as much of a stir as working mothers, she launched the ANNEMARIE 
BÖRLIND brand. In the face of much resistance, the certified cosme-
tician demonstrated the pioneering spirit and courage to think freely 
and creatively. She blazed new paths for natural cosmetics. Annemarie 
Lindner was active in the family business until she reached a ripe old 
age, driving the implementation of new ideas forward with typical élan.  
NATUROYALE was one of her pet projects. The line represents the es-
sence of her creation. It is Annemarie Lindner’s legacy to powerful wom-
en who desire a high level of natural beauty and care.

The key to the NATUROYALE line’s effectiveness is Biolifting complex. 
It combines selected care ingredients from nature with state-of-the-art 
knowledge from scientific research. In conjunction with white truffle, it 
activates the skin’s regenerative capacity and stimulates cell renewal. 
When used daily, the line’s five products achieve an astonishing lifting 
effect. After only a short time, skin is naturally firmer, smoother and thor-
oughly moisturized. Perceptibly and visibly. For continuous beauty.

Cleansing
Our silky-soft Cleansing Cream gently and thoroughly re-
moves dirt particles and make-up from your skin, optimally 
preparing it for subsequent care steps. The Biolifting com-
plex with white truffle activates the cell regeneration pro-
cess and provides moisture during cleansing. Leaves skin 
feeling vital and fresh.

Lifting Serum 
Refreshing, stimulating and based on natural active in-
gredients, Lifting Serum makes skin instantly radiant and 
prepares it to absorb subsequent care products. Biolifting 
complex with white truffle vitalizes the metabolism and 
supplies skin with intensive moisture. Sea daffodil reduces 
melanin production and helps to balance out overpigmen-
tation naturally. Our Lifting Serum is vegan. For a firmer, 
smoother and balanced complexion

+15% smoother skin.*
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Day Cream
Our velvety Day Cream soothes skin immediately and is a 
perfect primer for make-up. Biolifting complex with white 
truffle prevents new wrinkles and lines from forming, pro-
vides intensive moisture and activates cell regeneration. 
Paracress extract strengthens the collagen network and 
reduces fine lines and wrinkles. For a firm, smooth com-
plexion with youthful, fresh radiance.

18% decrease in wrinkles after 28 days.*

Night Cream
Rich Night Cream that takes the skin’s biorhythms into ac-
count.  Biolifting complex with white truffle strengthens 
the skin’s own regeneration process, revitalizing the skin 
and moisturizing its elastin fibers. White lupine extract 
optimizes collagen formation, supporting and toning the 
connective tissue. For a tighter, smoother complexion and 
refreshed radiance the next day.

20% reduction in wrinkle depth.*

Eye and Lip Care
Eye and Lip Care soothes and strengthens while support-
ing the regeneration of the very sensitive areas. Biolifting 
complex with white truffle activates both the cell regen-
eration process and cell metabolism. It softens lines and 
wrinkles. Szechuan pepper provides natural, botanical 
support to Biolifting complex and relaxes the areas around 
the eyes and lips. For a fresh, smoother and well-rested 
complexion.

15% more skin firmness.*

NATUROYALE
  Skin-compatibility and efficacy scientifically confirmed 
by independent test institutes

 100 % vegetarian
 Free of genetically modified plants
 Free of synthetic colorings
 Free of parabens
 Free of silicones
 Free of mineral oil derivatives (such as paraffins and PEGs)
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ANNEMARIE BÖRLIND – Natural Beauty

ANNEMARIE BÖRLIND stands for natural cosmetics with proven efficacy, 
developed from singular raw materials through innovative and sustain-
able action. The latest scientific know-how is used to discover the hidden 
potential of nature with pioneering research.

 Made in the Black Forest
 Est. 1959
 With plant extracts from certified organic farming
 With deep spring water
 Confirmed efficacy
 Free of animal extracts

Independently certified by and  

The CSE seal is the first sustainability seal for certified company manage-
ment and, in contrast to product certifications, applies to the company as 
a whole. It stands for responsible business decisions which consider all 
stakeholders.


